
Tools Required

Sharp Craft Knife/Zippy Blade Masking Tape
PVA Glue or Equivalent Paint Brushes

Sanding Block/Sandpaper Primer Spray Can
Dust Mask Acrylic/Enamel Paints

Wooden Pegs

NB: When priming/painting, do so in a well-ventilated area and use an

appropriate mask. Some items are very fragile so handling with care is

paramount.

We strongly recommend that you read through the instructions prior to making to familiarise yourself
with the build. Dry test fitting is also recommended and most important, take your time when making

as some of the kit parts are extremely fragile and we cannot accept any responsibility through
breakage during the build!

There are a number of parts that will require priming/painting. We do not know how much room you
have to do this, so it is worth reading through these instructions prior to see how many items you can

prime at a time that may help speed up your kit build.

Instructions do get updated and we therefore suggest that prior to building, make sure that you have
the most up to date instructions to hand.
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RLL704SS - SERVICING SHED



1 The bottom base (A) will require two pieces of track (not
included) to be cut to fit and allow a small overlap each end
so that you can connect up to another piece. You will need
to trim away some sleepers at each entrance so that it fits
nicely over the base support where the track goes. Then turn
the base over and use some masking tape to keep the track
in position. At this point, it may pay to paint the inner rails as
you will be adding a centre strip soon.

Then apply a thin layer of glue to the base and place the 1st
base overlay (B) on the bottom base using the support base
jigs (T) to go in the holes to align this correctly. Use weights
to hold down in place .Wipe away any excess glue. Allow to
dry.

2 Prior to priming, dry fit the top base overlay parts (C) and
you will notice that part of the bottom base shows through
the rails. Paint this area with a matt black acrylic paint or
equivalent. Also, check that the top overlay fits up to the
side of the rail leaving enough height in the rail above for a
loco to run on. If your top overlay is not slightly below the
rail height you MUST cut away part of the top of the side
chairs on the track and this should then allow the overlay to
be below rail height. I used a dremel and sliced half way
down each chair.

Prime the top base overlay and the two top centre strips (E).
Allow to dry.

With the track in position, you will now need to glue the
base top overlay to the base, again, using the support base
jigs in the holes to assist alignment.

Cover the base in a thin layer of glue and then offer up one
side of the base overlay and fit into position. Wipe away any
excess glue.
Repeat the process with the other side base overlay, then
also the centre overlay piece. You may needs some weights
to keep these in position. Allow to dry.

3 Glue the base centre rail strips (D, which is the smaller of the
two) to the sleepers using either PVA or an adhesive and
allow to dry. Prime the top centre rail strip (E) if you haven’t
already done so. Glue the top centre rail strips making sure
you centre this strip to allow the movement of wheel flanges
to move freely.
Allow to dry. Once dry, the centre strips and base can now
be painted on the top surface. Do NOT paint inside the roof
support holes (use the support jigs again). You will need to
mask the rails.
If you are going to be adding in any fuelling points etc and/or
weathering the base, now is the time to do this.



4 There are 7 roof supports (F) which need to be primed on
both sides. Mask up the bottom 6mm of each support to
assist when placing into the base holes.

5 Prime the internal and external brickwork (H) with a red
oxide primer and allow to dry. Then paint these in the colour
of your choice. On our demo, I did the internal bricks in a
white gloss then added a matt varnish to protect and
externally simply matt varnished over the red primer,
allowed to dry and then added a mortar to the brickwork.

Once dry, offer up the internal brickwork pieces into the roof
supports where the brickwork indents in and push the
brickwork right up to the top of the roof support gap
(PLEASE TAKE CARE WHEN DOING THIS - FRAGILE PIECES!)

Remove the base support hole jigs if still in position and now
place the roof supports into the holes, adding a small
amount of glue in each hole. Make sure the supports are
through all holes and as far in as possible because the first
side framework will act as a ledge for the internal bricks.

6 There are 8 side framework supports (J), 4 for each side.
These need priming. Allow to dry fully before fitting to the
roof support sides using small amounts of glue in each fitting
area. Hold in place with pegs. Wipe away any excess glue
with a small damp brush.

7 Before you glue the external brickwork in position, you need
to give these some re-enforcement. Cut out the brickwork
supports (I) and glue these onto the backs of the internal
brickwork. Once dry, you can then glue the external
brickwork.

8 Prime the gutter under-garnish soffit strips (R1) and side
dividing strips (R2)(both sides). Allow to dry and then fit the
side dividing strips (R2) on top of the external bricks on both
sides. Wipe away any excess glue and allow to dry. The soffit
strips will be fitted later so put to one side.

9 There are 12 roof window inner frames (L) that need to be
cut out of their sprue.
These inner frames need to be glued into the roof
framework window surrounds (K) so that they are all flush
on one side. This should then leave a 1mm surround area
inside the framework for the window glass to sit in.
Once the inner frames are glued in and dried then the roof
framework can be primed and painted. NB: You only need



to prime/paint the side that is facing down into the shed,
that is, the side where the inner frames fit flush with.
Allow to dry.

10 Glue the roof glass panes (M) into position using a small
bead of glue around the outer edge of the frame.
Allow to dry.

The roof framework can now be glued into position. Make
sure the ends align with the end roof supports. Hold in
position with pegs until dry.

So, you now have your framework completed.

11 There are 4 corrugated side panels (Q). Prime the corrugated
sides only and allow to dry. Ideally, these then need to be
place under some books or equivalent to flatten out as
priming may cause these to curl. If you only want the
corrugated side on the outside, then you can simply prime
both sides of two pieces and skip the next part.

Once nice and flat, I used a temporary spray mount adhesive
in a can and sprayed one of the inner panels and then
carefully matched up another over the top so that both
corrugated sides were facing outwards. Once fitted together
and nicely aligned, I placed these under some books again to
flatten out for min. of 12hrs. These can then be glued to the
roof support posts and framework with a bead of glue along
all the pieces to make secure. Secure in place with wooden
pegs Immediately wipe away any excess glue with a damp
brush. Allow to fully dry.

12 Glue the under-garnish soffit strips (R1) to the underside of
the roof supports. These should then be flush with the edge
of the supports. Again, secure in place with wooden pegs.
And allow to dry.

13 Prime both sides of the roof side gutter strips (U) and allow
to dry. Glue to the ends of the roof supports and the side of
the soffit strip and wipe away any excess glue. You may need
to secure these in place with the pegs to allow the glue to
bond to.

14 There are 4 corrugated roof panels (N) & (O). Prime the
corrugated sides only and allow to dry. On the inside they
are marked ‘A’ and ‘B’. Make sure that you bond together an
‘A’ over ‘B’ and that the window cut-outs match! Panel ‘B’ is
a fraction wider than ‘A’ and this allows for the overlapping
of the roof at the sides and for it to fit better. You will also
need to prime that small overlap underneath as this will
show.



Allow to dry and place under books for min 12hrs to fully
flatten. These can then be glued in place by running a bead
of glue on the roof framework. Hold in place with pegs
where possible. Immediately wipe away any excess glue with
a damp brush. Allow to fully dry.

15 Prime the external roof glass window frames (P) (keep them
in their template). Allow to dry. Cut out all frames with a
sharp knife/blade and glue to the roof surrounds on each
window frame. Wipe away any excess glue. You may need to
hold these in position along the long sides of the frames so
they bond to the side of the corrugated sides.

16 Prime the outer sides of the end roof support ends (G) (this
is the side with an engraved line on). Once dry, glue into
position on each of the end roof supports.

17 Test fit the apex roof covering (S) and trim to suit if required
before glueing down.

You have now completed your build of the servicing shed and we hope you enjoyed making this.

If you have any questions or queries please don’t hesitate to get in touch via either our Facebook
Page, https://facebook.com/railwaylaserlines or our product support page and click on the required
product ID - https://railwaylaserlines.co.uk/product-support/

Thank you again for your purchase of this kit from Railway Laser Lines.
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